
GROUND AND TEST DEVICES FOR 
ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS 

Introduction 
A ground and test device primarily applies personal protective grounds to the MV components 
and conductors in the assemblies. It is a primary necessity as it creates a safe working condition 
for the engineers and technicians. 
In essence, it offers prime protection for the personnel, equipment and facilities. According to 
the set standards, achieving a prime electrically safe environment encompasses the following: 

· Identify all energy sources in the working environment 
· Isolate the sources 
· Verify electrical source isolation 
· Lockout the devices to the sources 
· Test for voltage absence using the appropriate test device 
· Apply temporary personal protective grounds 

The above steps must be fulfilled before the actual grounding. Do note that negligence of any of 
the steps leads to disruption of the production process and injury to personnel. Luckily, for 
engineers and technicians, various standards have been set up governing ground and test 
devices. 
 

 

Fig.1 Ground and test device working principle 
 

The standard divides the test devices into two categories: 
 
 

Manual Ground and Test Devices 
These are the test devices with upper and lower terminals. An added connection connects the 
conductors to ground. Other than upper and lower terminals, manual test devices allow 



connecting either of the two terminals to test terminals. These test terminals can then connected 
the phase conductors to ground. 
A manual switch connects either of the terminals to a set of other terminals. Manual ground and 
test devices do not have interrupters or a mechanism to interrupt or close an energized system. 
They only provide a solid grounding of the equipment during initial installation or routine 
maintenance, thereby safeguarding the personnel. 
 

Electrical Ground and Test Devices 
The major components of an electrical ground and testing systems include a grounding switch, 
test receptacles, selector switch and the operating mechanism. The unit frame contains the 
main operating mechanism, with the two switches and receptacles forming three similar poles 
assemblies. 
An integrated electrical switch allows connection of either of the terminals to ground. Most of the 
modern, simple electrical devices have integrated test ports for voltage testing of the two 
terminals. This allows the device to apply the ground even when the whole system is energized. 
Complex electrical ground and test devices, however, have an included manually operated 
switch that allows for connection to an electrical grounding switch. Additional components 
include an integrated electrical operator that closes the vacuum interrupter contacts. The 
electrical test devices are suitable for use for up to 50kA ratings. Some have the capability to 
handle up to 63 kVA. 
Note that, even though the electrical ground and testing devices lack an interrupting 
mechanism, they have an integrated closing mechanism to protect against short circuit currents 
equivalent to the switchgear equipment rating. 
The major purpose of the ground and test devices is to provide inter-terminal and phase barriers 
to prevent bridging between the live conductors, the ground and in between the terminals. This 
property is most important for the manual devices, as an engineer or technician utilizes cables 
and conductors to make the ground connection. For this purpose, insulating tools such as hot 
sticks are applied to prevent injury. 
Before applying the devices, especially manual devices, it is important to de-energize the 
system. Do note that the manual devices lack provision to establish ground if the system is 
energized. In addition, ensure that there is clear co-ordination between the manual device and 
the switchgear. This ensures that it meets the current withstand ratings to prevent injury and 
equipment damage. 

Conclusion 

http://engineering.electrical-equipment.org/tag/electrical-ground
http://engineering.electrical-equipment.org/tag/manual-devices


The ground and test devices are necessities when chances of making an error are greatest, 
especially during initial installation, troubleshooting and routine maintenance. 
Though there is integrated safety mechanism such as the closing mechanism in case of short 
circuit, the sole responsibility lies on the operator. They should be able to recognize the 
potential hazards and take due precautions. 
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